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Abstract

The investigation reported in this artiole aims to point out how the lexical and sub-
lexical route are employed in nonnal begfuudng reading in Bahasa Indonesia
(Indonesian) and to idgntify reading performance that may suggest the occurrence
of impaired reading in Bahasa rndonesia which is possibly displayed by the
children with the lowest reading performance. Ten typical de-veloping 11ri16;gade
students participated in the study. Error pattems of those ten students are analysed
for the error analysis and for the analysis on the relationship between
psycholinguistic variables and reading perforrnance. Five of those students were
recorded during the reading part and the data were used in the lalency analysis.
The prelirninary findings reported here seem to show that beginning reading in
Bahasa Indonesia is characterised by the utilization of the sub-lexical route and
'more skilled reading by lexical route. The development of the lexical route
depends on the development of the sublexical route vvhich is influenced by the
complexity of the Grapheme Phoneme Correspondence. The lexical route for
words with simple graphemes is developed first, the lexical route for words with
consonant clusters are developed later. The last to be developed is the lexical
route for words with digraphi. Furthermore, Late AoA, imageability, syllable
nurnber, and resemblance to words influence the lexical processing of the stimuli
in the test. Impaired reading seems to be characterised by less developed sub-
lexical route as evidenced by difliculties with words containing consonant clusters
and digraphs and longer latencies for reading aloud words and pseudowords.
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l.Introduction

The national and official language of the multilingual Republic of Indonesia,

Bahasa Indonesia is very transparent orthographically. Below is the list of letters

in the Indonesian orthography and th{r corresponding phonemes:
:

ABC I} E FGH IJ KLMN
, 1,

lat lbl lct tdl /e/ &,1a1 ifl tgl tw tlt l$t N lll trll tnl

oPQRSTUVWI.YT,'
tot lpl N. ttl tst ttt tu/ tfl lwt lksl tjt lzl.'

Besides the aforementioned graphemes, Indonesian also has 4 digraphs: KLI lx/,

NY /fi/, NG /ql,and SY /5/. In additioq there are 3 dip_h&ongs in Indgnesian:.Au

lawl, OI /ay/, lnd N layl.It can be seen that graptiemes in.Bahasa Indonesia,

alone or in combinatiorq map in one to one correspondense to the phonemes of the

language, excepting for E that maps to 2 phonemes lel and lel,Kand Q that map - 
.-

to {k/,and F and V t}rat map to \fl. The writing of lk/ into K or Q and /f/ into F or

V seems to be dictated by the origins of the words. Q is used only when the yords

come from Arabic (qurba4 Qur'an, qunuq etc.). However, there is a tendency that

nowadays people prefer to write those words from Arabic with K. Furthermore, V

is used only when the words have European,roots (vital,vitamin,vokal,etc.).

In teaching beginning reading, in general Indonesian teachers, including

the participating studergs' teachers, use a kind of phonics approach. The teachers

train students to memorise the name of letters in the lndonesian alphabet and to

combine consonants and vowels into syllables. For exaruple, in presenting the

word "bola" (ball) for first graders, the teachers would write the followirry on the

board (taken from Bina Bahasa dan Sastra Indonesia tmtuk Sekolah Dasar Kelas

/, Tim Bina Karya Guru, 2004):

;
,,8

.:i
.i,*

'€

.fi's
,#
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bola

bola

.,.
The students then would read together with the teacher starting from the complete

wor4 the two syllables, the four let0ers, thd i\Mo syflables agaiq and the comptete

word to finish- The way they read the syltables is by raming the tws lefiers inthe
first syllable, combiriog them into a syltable, thn doing the same steps for the

second syllablq and finally they read the whole wo:.d, (bel lol /bo/ pause lelt /a/

lla/ pause lbola/). After about two months (half.of the first semester of first grade)

the next step is to read simple sentences, first with support and then without. One

example of support is'i2resented below.

Figure 1. An example of support for beginning readers.

ini ban mobil

i i n m o I

n b b i

I 1

In reading the sentence (this is a car's tyre) the students can resort to letters and

the corresponding sounds in each of the syllables. This is rein{orced by the writing

of the corresponding letters. i

The present investigation is based on the dual-route model of reading.

According to this account, fluent readers utilize two routes when they read. The

lexical route enables them to match whole words and the sub-lexical route permits

them to identify words by means of grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules.

GPC rules are rules which specify the relationship between a written letter and the

phoneme which it conventionally represents (Field, 2004). The following diagram

is dual-route model based on the work of Ellis and Young, 1988 (downloaded

la

la

bo

bol
bo

a
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fuom ht@tlwww.smithsrisca.demon.co.uk/ fSVellisyounglg8S.hfinl). The route

employed for reading aloud starts from the right-hand side and ends at the bottom

left-hand side.
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Reading impairments affecting once-fluent-reading adults (acquired dyslexia) are

the first cases explained by the dual-route model. The dual-route model

differentiates tkee fypes of acquired dyslexia: surface, phonological, and deep.

The lexical route (written word, visual analysis system, visual input lexicorq

semantic system, speech output lexicon, phoneme level, speech) and the sub-

Figure 2. Dual-route model according to Ellis and young, lggg
(taken from http://www.smithsrisca.demon.co.uk/psyellisvounsl 9gg
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lexical route (wrifienword, visual analysis systern, grapheme phoneme conversion

(GPC), phoneme level, speech) can be selectively impaired. Acgording to the

dual-route niodel, swface dystexia arises because of damage to the lexical route

and the sparing of the sub-lexical route. On the other hand, phonological dyslexia

is caused by damaged sub-lexical route u&ile the lexical route is relativeiy intact.

Thus, the dlal-route model can- account for the r*n " dystexics' better

'performance when reading aloud regular words and non-words gomparedto their

reading aloud irregular (exception) words tinA tne phonological dyslexics'better

performance in reading words (both regular and irregular) wlren compared to their

reading non-words. The accsunt of dual-route model for developmental dyslexia

is because some children have difficutties acquiring one or more of the modules

needed for skilled reading (for discussions in shaltow orthogaphy see, among

others, Defior et al., 1996;Zoccolofii et al., 1999). The chil&en having difficulties

acquiring the grapheme-phoneme rule system are called developmenl3l

phonotogical dyslexics; those having difficulties acquirrng the lexical procedure

for reading are called developmenf;l surface dyslexics (Coltheart et a1., lgg3).

Based on the afore-mentioned background, the following research goals

were set

1. to point out how the lexical'and sub-lexical route is employed in normal

reading in Bahasa Indonesia;

2. to identify reading performance that may suggest the occurrence of
impaired reading in Bahasa Indonesia which is possibly displayed by the

children with the lowest reading performance.

2. Method i

2.l.Particrpants

Ten normally developing third grade students from a state elementary school in

Jakarta participated in the study (mean age 8 years old and 3 months). They are

chosen by their teachers by means of a questionnaire. Five of those ten students

were recorded during reading and hence their data are used for the latencies

analysis.
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2.2.Matenals

Items for the reading test is based on rating by native speakers Thirty adult

speakers of Bahasa Indonesia participated in Age of Acquisition Rathg tliirty two

in the Imageability Rating and thirty in the Verb Frequency Rating. Data then are

cross-analysed to provide items f,or the following tasks:

Reading Test 1: late Age of Acquisition concrete nouns-i gyllable n:10
:'

Reading Test 2: Late Age of Acquisition abstract nouns. I s.ytlable rr_l4

Reading Test 3: Early Age of Acquisition concrqte norins- I syllable n:16

Reading Test 4: Early Age qf Acqui-si$qp abstact noq4s- I s],U?ble

neadrn€ Test 5: Early Age of Acquisition concrete nouns- 2 qyllables n-
:

,:,
Reading Test 6: Early Aee of Acquisition abstract nouns.2 syllables

Readiag Test 7: Early Age of Acquisition verbq n:16, S,ineg.

Readtltg Test 8: Late Age of Acquisitioncpncrete nouns- 2 syllables n:8,

4 ureg

Reading Test 9: Late Age of Acquisition abstract nopns- 2 syllables nd,5
irreg.

Reading Test l0: Late Age of Acquisitioq verbs n=4,3 irreg.

Reading Test I l: irregular nauFs, Early Age of Acquuition

Reading Test 12: irregular nouw, La;te Age of Acquisition

The underlined tasks are those intended tasks whose items could not be provided

by the cross-analysis of the rating results. The italicized tasks are those whose

items could not be generated in enough number by the cross-analysis. Therefore,

they are incorporated in the other tasks as indicated by the abbreviation irreg. In

addition, two tasks consisting of pseudowords are also constructed.

Reading Test 13: pseudowords not resembling words

Reading Test 14: pseudowords resembling words

According to the dual-route model, some attributes of words influence their

processing during reading. These are considered during the item pooling process.

The first of these is spelling regularity. Irregular words are stored in the readers'

lexicon; they know how to read the words because there is already association

between the print and pronunciation. If the readers' lexical route is impaired and
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they are forced to read through the sub-lexical routg there is chance that the

irregular words are not read conectly since they do not fotlow the rules mapping

orthography.and phonology. As in Babasa Indonesia there is no irreguta, worq

- inegular words in the current research are defined as words containing one of the

digraphs-NG, NY, KlI, or sY which have been mentioned by adult Bahasa

In{onesia readers as presenting problems when they stafteO fearniag reading and

during their first and second gade in element4ry school; lhis especially hapefls

when &e digraphs are in the middle of the ivord with the pattem CVCV (e.g. bu-

ugd, mo-ryet) because the first letfer of the digraphstcan wrong$'be read as

belonging to the first syllable and the second letter to the second syllable.:

The second atfribute considered is imageabitity Some acquired

phonological dyslexics are worse at reading abstract words t\an concrete words

(coltheart, 1996; kibanen et al., 19gg) and the poorer feaders (average 9 years

old and 10 months) inthe sample of Coltheart et al. (1988) read words with high

imageability better tlran words with low imageabitity. Thus, in light of this

finding, the items incorporated in the present research also reflects the concrete-

absfiact distinction. The imageability rating incorporate d, a 1-7 scale with the

fol lowing description:

. 1. veryabstract

2. nottoo abstract

3. in between abstract and concrete ,

4. not too concrete

5. concrete

6. veryconcrete

Due to the result of the rating, concrete nouns are those receiving the

rating of 7 given by 2A or more raters (n >20 out of 32 raters) and abstract nouns

are those receiving the rating of 1 given by 10 or more raters (n I >0 out of 32

raters with mean age26.97).

The third attribute also considered is Age of Acquisition (the age at which

words are first learned in their spoken or written form (Bonin et. al., 2004 quoting

carroll and white, 1973 and Gilhooly, 1984)). compared to frequency, AoA is a

more reliable index in accounting for reading aloud speed (Morrison and Ellis,
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a major determioant in word naming and lexical decision speed; the effect of AoA

the present study due to its high correlation with objective AoA drawn from study '

with children (Morrison and Ellis, 2000). However, some researchers (e.g. Zevin 
.

and Seidenbery; V002 in Bomn et al., ZA}q have argued that &equency lajggtory

corpora) is a betrer indices than AoA in predicting response'latencies in lexical

*k: ingluding reading. Responding to this, there are two rgasons wly in the j

present research (rated) AoA is used- First, Bonin at al. (20M) in their attempts to

develop issues raised by Zevinand Seidenberg QA}?) still foun{ affects of AoAo
!

but no1 frequency trajectory, after including cumulative freqrcncy (derived from

adult and child frequency counts) in their regression equation Secoa4 (rated)

AoA for words in Bahasa. Indonesia is more possible to be ,obtained than \

&equency trajectory under the time constraint posed to this research; no such - 
.--.

frequency corpora of words in Bahasa Indonesia exists yet and developing it
would need technology and time not'currently available.

The AoArating both for nouns and verbsusedthe followingscale:

l. l-2 years old

2. 3 years old

i:':x.,:"I
5. 6 years old

6. 7 years old

7. 8 years old and older

Due to the result obtained, the following criteria were used to select the words

rated by 30 raters:

For nouns -+

1. Early AoA : rating l-2, 3, or 4 given by 10 or more raters, or by fewer by

10 raters but the highest for the corresponding items.

2. Late AoA : rating 8 and older given by 10 or more raters
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For verbs +
1. Early AoA : rating l-2 or3 given byl}or more raters

2. Late AaA : rating 6,7, or 8 and older givenby 20 or more raters

The fourth attribute considered is the grammatical class of the words (verband

noun). Deep dyslexics are.more successful in reading aloud nouns, as comp4red to

adjectives and verbs (Ftmnel, 2000 in Funnel (ed.). As it has been argued that

deep dyslexia and phonological dyslexia are endpointsof somq continuum (Gloser

and Friedman, 1990 in Colthear! lggl),thiigra1matical class effect is also seen

iu pionological dyslexia As for surface dyslexics, it has also been observed that

they have proble,rrrs with grammatical class sb that nouns are read better than

adjectives *T.h in tum are read b"fi"t than ve$s @e Bleser, EMCL 2005-2A06

class lecture dmrment ldyslexial.pdf). Hence, among the content words, nouns

are the easiest to process and verbs are the rnost difficsll This "endpoinf'

positions of nouns anil verbs lead to their inclusion in the test so as to erybQa

clear picture if the grammatical cafegory of the words does play a role. As a

vrhole, grammatical class of the words are considered along with the three other

atkibutes to select the words included in the previously mentioned reading tasts.

The fifth attribute considered is resemblance to words. Two kinds of
rpseudowords are used in the test pseudowords resembling words arrd

pseudowords not resembling words., In decoding pseudowords, children must

access and integrate multiple phonological code. Therefore, the decoding speed

for pseudowords is particularly sensitive to difficulties in phonological coding of

visual stimuli (Wagner and Torgesen" 1987). Although not as unfamiliar as

nonwords, pseudowords not resembling words should be more difficult to process

than pseudowords resembling words. If a significant difference is found in the

reading performance of the two kinds of pseudowords, it can be attributed to the

familiarity of pseudowords resembling words to the children. The pseudowords

not resembling words all follow the phonotactics of Bahasa Indonesia as outlined

in Tata Bahasa Baku Bahasa Indonesia--Standard Grammar of Bahasa Indonesia-

- by Alwi et al., 2003). The pseudowords resembling words all have their stressed

vowels changed. As Bahasa Indonesia has consistent stress that falls on the

penultimate syllable and all the words used are bisyllabic, this means the vowel in
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the first syllable is changed- Thus, all but one grapheme in the pseudowords

resembling words are familiar to the participants, whereas in the case of
pseudowoids not resembling words tne coinbinations of graphemes, dlthough

legal in the language, have not been encountered before. The higher familiarity to

the pseudowords resembling r"{dr may be attributed to the partial recruiment of

the lexical rotfre or to the establishment of their grapheme sequences in the

participants' sight wor4s. 
l,..

The sfirlh or last psycholinguistic attrrlbute considdred is number of

syllables. As discussed by Defior et al. (1996), differential performance was seen

in,the ease of reading words with four levels of syllable number. The easiest ones

read were the words with one syllable and the most difficult were words with four

syllables. In the present investigation, only two leveh of syllable number are

employed: words with one syllable and words with two syllables. In lhe analyses

the interaction between syllable number and other psycholinguistic variables can

be seen. It remains to be seen if the result of Defior et al. (1996) is replicated since

imageability, AoA, gramrtatical class, and regularity were not taken into account

in their investigation.

2.3. Procedure

In general, fhe administered test was a pappr-and-pencit administration. The ten

participants came one by one to the classroom already prepared by the school. In

the test, the participants and experimenter had one copy of the test material, one

task per page. The participants' reading perfonnance was recorded on a digital

voice recorder to be used in the latencies analysis. Before starting reading items

on a page (a task), the participants were required to say "mulai" (begln) in order to

mark start time for the latencies analysis. When the participants misread iterns on

the test the experimenter wrote down the exact response above the corresponding

items. This note would be used for the enor analysis.

2.4. Analyses

Quantitative and qualitative analyses are employed. The errors rnade by the

children are grouped under some headings in accordance with the dual-route

.:j

,ll
,.1

*
4
i.*
,-3
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model of rading. The error headings for words and their definitions are as

follows:

1. noresponse

2. lettefby letter reading

3. regularisation (irregular words read as regular words e.g. bu-ngaread as

4. semantic errors (the production .of a word: th{ ,slares a semantic

lsfalisnship with the stimutus e.g. ieading bunga as ke,mbang which also

5. visual errors (the produotion of a response which shares at least50 percent

of the letters of the stimulus that may rezult in another word or a nonword)

6. substitution (the production of a response totally different from the

stimulus urhich can be another word or a nonword)

7. derivationat errors (the production of a response that contains the stimulus

plus one or more derivational morpheme)

f. inflectional erors (the production of a response that contains the stimulus

ptus one ormore inflectional morpheme)

9. other

The error headings for pseudowords'and their definitions are as follows:

1. no response '

2. letter by letter reading

3. lexicalization (the production of a word as a response)

4. visual elrors (the production of a response which shares at least 50 percent

of the letters ofthe stimulus that may result in'a word or another nonword)

5. substitution (the production of a response totally different from the

stimulus which can be another word or a nonword)

6. other

Percentage of errors in each of the headings is calculated and the results

are correlated statistically by means of the software R with the nature of the

stimuli (imageabil$, Age of Acquisition, regularity of the spelling, grammatical

category, and resemblance to words). This can point to how psycholinguistic
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variables influence the processing of the items in the r.aairg test Also, the

composition of errors is investigated to enable an identification of lrow the sub-

lexicat and lexical routes are used in reading-in Bahasa Indonesia Furthermore,

latencies of each of the children's answers are analysed to findout how long they

need to rdter them. As shown by,Paulesu et at. Q00l) in Italian, a language with

shallow orlfiography, the dyslexics read more accurately than French or English
., i- - : 

I

dysleSics although the Italian dyslexics showed.the same degree of im.pairment on

reading latencies and reading-related phonological tasks relative to their controls.

Since Bahasa Indonesia is also a tansparent laoguage, &ere iq,a need to r@ord

aad analyse latencies as well.

,

3.Results '-'t'
3.1. Reading performance

Table 1. Test Result
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The following result was obtained for the ten tasks, from the most difficult to the

easiest

I' Task 9 (Late AoA abstract Bouns, 2 sytlables) mean percentage of correct

answers: 650/o
:

2. Task I (Late AoA concrete nouos, 1 syllable) meanpercentagg of correct

3. Task 13 (Pseudowords not resernblirig words) mean percentage of correct

answers: 83.5Ao/o

4. Task 8 (Late AoA concretg nouos, 2 syllables) mean percentage of co:rect

.,

5' Task 2 (Late AoA absfract nouns, 1 syllatle) mean percentage of correct

answers: 91.43o/o

6. Task 14 (Pseudowords resembling words) mean percentage of correct

answers:91.50Yo

7. Task 10 (I^ate AoA verbs) mean percentage of correct atrswers: 92.50%

8. Task 7 @arly AoA verbs) mean percentage of correct answers= 95olo

g. Task 3 (Early AoA concrete rours; 1 syllable) merm percentage of correct

10. Task 5 (Early AoA concrete noun, 2 syllables) mean percentage of correct

answers:98.33o/a 
l

Whea nouns were matched on Late AoA, sy'lable number affected reading

performance only for abstract nouns (Welch Two Sample t-test). rn a 95%

confidence interval, there was no significant difference between the scores for
Late AoA coacrete rouns I syllable and2 syllables.

1. Late AoA absfiact -+ 2 syllable nouns & I syllable nours (p-value:

0.007s42)

2. Late AoA concrete -+1 syllable nouns & 2 syllable nouns (p-value:

0.s632)

This non-significant difference was also found between Early AoA concrete

nouns 1 syllable and 2 syllables. However, since the rating activity could not

generate items for Early AoA abstract nouns, the observed pattern for Early AoA
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, ]'!

concrete nouns carmot be indicated for the absfact items by the present

investigation.

4. furly AoA concrete +l syllable trouns &,2tyllablenouns (pvalue:

0.1882)

For Late AoA concrete nouns'{ syflable, imageability did not seem to make a

difference in reading perforpance. However, for Late AoA colcrete nopns 2

g/lables, imageability did play a role. Late AoA abstpct 2.sVllable noq4s were

significantly more difficult to read thaa their conctete counterparts.

' - 5. Late AoA 1 syllable -+concrete & abstract (p-value:0.3945) .. :

6. Late AoA2syllables +abstract & concrete (pvalue = 0.01213)

For verbs, AoA was not seen to affect terAittg perfomemce Latg AoA verbs were

not siguificantly more difficult to read than early AodverUs (p-value : O.6A2D.

Yet since in the test all verbs were bisflabic, no effect of syllablg number could

be observed. In addition, foi the pseudowords differential performance was seen

between reading pseudowords not resembling words and reading pseudowords

Although only r mt, pseudowords notresembling words. Although onll marginally significa

resembling words were more difficult to read than pseudowords resembling words

(pvalue : 0.09136)

It should be noted that the participants with the two lowest scores are in

the second and third groups (see grouping @sed on Reading error analysis under

3.2 below). There is a discussion with the conclusion that the most developed

leical route was that of the participants in the first group. That of the second and

third was still developing as their sublexical route is still not fully developed and

as the full development of the sub-lexical route seems to predate that of the lexical

route. This finding regarding the two lowest scores seems to support the

conclusion of 3.2. The more developed one's lexical route, the lesser the influence

of Late AoA, imageability, and syllable number on reading success.

Yet, one thing that needs to be borne in mind regarding the non-

significant, significant or marginal difference found is how many irregular words

are in the tasks. To illustrate, the most significant difference or the smallest p-

value was found between Late AoA abstract nouns 2 syllables and Late AoA

abstract nouns 1 syllable, Looked at more carefully, the number of the words
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fafling under Iate AoA absfract norms 2 syllables is six and five of which are

inegulars. On the ottrer hand, the number of words falling under Late AoA

abstract nouns 1 syllable is fourteen without any irregulars. The second highest

significance is between I.ate AoA abstract nouos 2 syllables and Late AoA

concrete nouns 2 syllables. The number of items in the former task is six with one

inegular:Ehile the latter has eight words with four hegulars For the margiqal

significance between pseudowords -resembling. words and pseudowords not

resembling words, ttre number of irregulars ih each of the tas*s is ahnost equal:

three in the former and four in the latler. Therefore, at this point this result

regarding the effects of psycholinguistic variables on lexical access and reading

perforrrance in Bahasa Indonesia is still suggsstive at best.

3i.z.Reading error analysis '

From the average reading scores of the ten participants, three groups can be

delineated. The first group consists of the participants whose avexage soores are

9A6/o or higher, the second group includes those with average scores of 80% to

89.99o/a, and the ttrird group consists of participants with average reading scores

of lower than 80o/o. The following table gives information on the participants in

each of the groups along with their average scores.

Table 2. Three Groups of Readers Based on Average Reading Scores

Group Participants
Averoge Reading Score

('/")
Age (years;months)

I I 98.88 8;3

II 9s.66 8;1

V 96.17 8;8

VII 94.96 8;5

2 ru 82.99 7;lo

Iv 89.59 8;8

VIII 87.45 8;5
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Group Pafiicipants
Average Reading Score

('/,)
Age (years;manlla)

D( 89.s9 7;7

) VI 78.20 8;11

x ?4.s6 8;1 .

The delineation of these three groups is important as they shorr di$ererrt

effor patterns. Thg first group made erors on six words, six pseudowords not

resembling words, and three pseudowords resembling words. Some of the enors

Figure 3. Reading Errsm of the First Group. '

Trsk,8

0

Tesk 0
gir -+ gair'' s:"ik .i s:tli 

ki:rrnar - kamar.. LhitaL --r kii*ll

Tesk3 ' Trsklo
bar -+ b*ug. uol + to! 

0

Tnsk 5 Task 13
o 

kirna --t kiran, lato + loto. rafun -+ r'atulr, suugo
--+ sunggo. sunge - sugo, cafir -+ kafu. mis!'bo

Task ? -' misibo

A

Tesk 14

mukrrn -+ pukam. ontntr , oten, sebda -> semd*

One interesting finding was found for irregular words (words containing

one of the digraphs KH, NY, NG, and SY). The digraphs in the words in red rvere

read by leaving out one of the letters composing the digraphs (regularisation).

Thus, SY in "syak" and "mis1,'bo" \.vtus read as "S," KH in "khatnar" and "khitah"

was readas "K," andNG in "sullgo" was readas "G." However, fbrthe rvords in

blue the opposrte of'regularisation seemed to happen "N" il'l "ban" was read as

Tnsk 1

o

.i

:.]
:j
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UNG ' and "NGu in "sungo" was added with uc.u The rest of the errors committed

by the participan8 in the first group were all visual

Ne>rt, the second goup made errors on twent5r nine words, thirteen

pseudowords not resembling words, ffid three pseudowords resembling words.

The errors were predominantly regularisation and visual effors.

Flgle 4 Reading Eromo{&9 Second GrgIp

Task 1

b[ + rcqstres -] trc!,dflry -] skup, strop { rkrns*Tisk9
s-val --t sial

Task 2

saf, tas, kruk, kru, saf-, kaf. syak -+ siak

Iask 3

c{t -+ kat

T*sk5

0

Task 7

md<an -, maknss& nlnurn -i mlnuunr, lempar
-+ litnpe{, p*ai -, t}{ftel*!, tendas8 -, aerdang /'€/

T*sk 8

iatnr -+ j*mnar, hacaag -t b*cern, dalang -+ dal*rq
konllik _-r kaflfli koaflft _+ komflik

fr?tcr -t f*tai, clrr* -+ Brrlur$ f?t€( -+ frruor,
tb--rndr' -l k*rcer, K*rh :r Hrftam, s;ura -+ seyrn,
fratcx -+ f€te, thtt*L + Htah

Task 10

h3t -+ tlr-.sl tEai -+ tunai

TsL 13

EltrCet -+ Elktc? (mlkteks); Hlus-+ tflue, korr -+ bol, .-. . . -
sutrgs -, sEtrgo, p€y* -+ IleEya, Eflatet -, dtt{f,
ulg.bo --+ misiho,r*frn -+ *etuq rldoa -r afioa, mirybo
-+ uisbo, maklir -+ nrak{ir, vnbtit -r vubit, rafun
-+ lrfigua

Tmk 14

sebda -+ sed*, hanyl -+ bali, totrt -+ tonr

For the r€gularisation errors, as was observed in the first group, the second

group also made regularisation errors (red) and addition of sound to the words

with digraphs or resulting in digraphs (blue). However, unlike the first group, the

second group also regularised digraphs resulting in a completely different
consonant (green).

A pattern of visual errors that was also found in the second group but not

in the first group was simplification of consonant clusters. The words in purple

contain consonant clusters that form the onset of a syllable. The finding was that

the consonant clusters containing two consonants were often reduced into one

consonant ("frater" read as "fater") and those containing three consonants were

often reduced into two consonants ("skrup" read as "skup").
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Besides regularisation and visual effors, trvo other kfuds of errors were

also identified from tlre second goup. Derivational errors were observed atrecti4

three words in task 7 ("makan", "minum," and "pakai"). The addition of the suffix

-an to these words which are verbs turns them into no,,ns. The other kind of errors

found was other. This includes the errors committed to the word "tendang" in task

T,theword "fuai' in task 10, and the pseudoword 'makliru in task 13. The error

made on the wold *tendang" is importarrt to raise. As mentioned in,Chap,ter t the

graph E can be t*a * hl or la/ Instandard Bahasa Indonesiit, the two phonemes

ar-e in contrastive disfiibution. If a child reads E as /e/and does. not correct herself

alftoqgh in that particular word E should be pronounced as lol,this can point to an

over-reliance on sub-lexical route. In task T,thecorrecJ pronunciation of the tr4ph
E in the word "tendang" is /a/- However, in some dialects of,gahasa Indonesia

(most notably in a dialect spoken in North Sumatra province) it is perfwtly

acceptable to pronounce the,E as /e/.The lack of other items with this feahre @

with the icorrect pronurrciation as le/) in the test makes it difficult to make I
compqrison and to draw a conclusion w{rether this error was due to the childs

dialect or to her over-reliance on the sub-lexical route. Nevertheless, this finding

regardrng the graph E can suggest its utilization.in later versions of the test to find

out the.existence of over-reliance on sub-lexical route.

For the third group, the majority of {he errors were also regularisation and

visual effors. As was observed in the first and second groups, regularisation of
digaphs (red) and addition of digraphs (blue) were observed.
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Figure 5. Reading Errors of the Third Group.

T*sk I
ry'*I -'r s*l lor -+ tmk, itrec -t strcq bo*s -+ bu*c,
syal-+ saif knr -+ ruk, rtres -t re$, qkhilp -i rrp

Iask 2

,rt -+ lrt, [:rut -+ kuk, s*k + pe\ s*f -r syru, bolg
-+ tong, i!'*t -+ sa1'

Tnsk 3

pot -+ hot, brE -| dar, dot *+ dok, toL + tc

Trs* 5

Trsk 7

a:rkrq --+ m*k*na, bmtiag -+ benting kual-nh
-+ ktrI'eh

TackS

-krrqk 
-+ kuHlk; cambro -;, Jou-rq konllik -+ kofllk

ftsk9

rylf,u-, rr1eruolrtlirh+ kkate\syula + $a1'ur,

trsyrtk -+ Iirn(, *{t*r -} rnfer; l{r*mar -+ kamar,
kfttt*L -+ hlkt{h'

Trsk I0 l

ttrrl + tBI

Tesk13

l,onyr -r tsy&ffite{-} DltteB,pEn&t'+ pnyat,
kflss+ knhs, trto -t eeto, koEr + kor, Jarc0e -) ,aR,
.rnum.-r nq olsy$o + dsytoog; pub*r -r pokr"
vrhlif -r vu$t, tasme-r jug$, rrcgo -.> lrs-g& rrsE€

Itrkl4 ..

putak -+ p*rt, rbde -r sebrdq.su -* dhut, tout
-+ tEo,Iofel -+ fufrl, rnnpau -r nnmpah, mint -+ odEr,
beayi -+ bengay{,tolt -+ tiuf

However, unlike the frst and second groups, the regularisations rnade by

the third group seemed to affect not only tlre digraphs but also the vowels

following them. For example, "syak" was read as "sain" and "s5rura" was read as

"sayur." This suggests that simple graphemes also gave them problems.

For the visual errors, simplification of consonant clusters was also

obrcrved (purple). One simplification error out of the six made incorporated a

simplification of a three-gaphemed consonant cluster into only one coflsonant

(skrup -+ rup). Althorrgh not very prevalent, this phenomenon was not observed

in the other two groups. 
i

One derivation error was found in the third group. The verb "makan* in

task 7 was read as the noun "makanan." Furthermore, substifution effors were

observed; making this kind of error a plausible marker of this goup of readers.

Two words in task 5, "kalung" and "bunga,'r were read as "keluarga" and "buaya"

respectively and a non-word in task 13 ('Jasme") was read as another nonword,

'Jugle." It can be seen that the two children were presumably trying to avoid the

digraph NG in the case of the two words but in the case of the non-word the child

was presumably only able to figure out the GPC correspondence of the first and
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las graphemes and hence supplied totally different sounds for the graphemes in
between.

Regarding substitution, some of the regularisation and visual errois of the

three groups can also be seen as producing other words or non-words. However,

they were not considered k substitutions as they happened to digraphs or still
fulfilledtheil}%similarityrequrement inAnalysissection.Theerrors

arereproducedbelow. . '. 
:

Table 3. The Three Gr.oups' Regularisation and Visuat Errors Resembling
Substitution

Under this analysis, the third group made more of this substitution-like errors

compaied to the other two groups. As this kind of error (substitution) shows that
what plays a role in the response is not only the Grapheme phoneme

Correspondence (GPC) but also the (othed words in the children,s lexicon, it can

be observed that the children in the third group were more prone to adopting

words in their lexicon than to provide responses based on partial Grapheme

Phoneme Correspondence. The erors presented in Table 4 along with the finding
discussed in the previous paragraph seem to point out that substitutions are gnique

to the third group"

40

Groups Errots

1 syak

:

-+sak, ban -+ bang, nol +tof l&*iar -+kamar,

2

saf ->tas, knft +kru, dalang -+dalamokaamar +kamar, tuai -+tunui,

banyi -+bayr

.a
J

lcru -+kruk, sak -+pak, bong -+bung pot -+bot, ban -+dan, dot

-+dolq s).ura -+saJrur, khamar -+kamar, putak -+puka! jasme +
jugle
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The following table gives the summary of the number of each kind of
errors described previously for each goup. Hence, any difference in error

composition among the three groups can be observed.
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'i8
i'*

r1

:,li

For regularisation with simplification of digraphg the second and third il

group made more of this kind of errors than did the first Soup. For the other two

smallest number of this kind of effor was made by the first group. For visual
\l

errors with simplification of consonant clusters, the second and third groups were ;

not much different and the first gqup did not mate any of this tina of errors. fne

ttrird group made more visual errori tlatwere suspectto substitution comparcdto

those made by the first and second group 11*<2d<3di. The first group did not

make aay derivational errors and the secgnd group made more of this kind of

"1r: " 
than the third group Iastly substitution errofii urcre made by only the third

goup. 
:

3.3. Readina Latencics Aoa.lysis
pue to technical difficulties, the voice recording of only five participants is

available for the latencies analysis. One is in the first group (participant VID, two

in the second grouq (participants VIII and DC), and two in the third group

(participants VI and X). The time needed to finish each bsk was recorded for the

five partlcipants. Measuring started when each child said 'mulai" which means

"startlr before reading the first item in each task and ended when the child finished

reading aloud the last item in the tasks. Before presenting the finding from the

latencies analysis, I would like to present again the ten reading tasks and their

details. ,;

Reading Test 1: Late Age of Acquisition concrete nouns-I syllable n:10

Reading Test 2: Late Age of Acquisition abstract nouns- I syllable n:14

Reading Test 3: Early Age of Acquisition concrete 1 syllable n:16

Reading Test 5: Early Age of Acquisition concrete nouns- 2 syllables n:
12,4 ineg.

Reading Test 7: Early Age of Acquisition verbs n:16, 5 irreg.

Reading Test 8: Late Age of Acquisition concrete rouns- 2 syllables n:8,

4 irreg.

Reading Test 9: Late Age of Acquisition abstract nouns- 2 syllables n:6, 5

irreg.
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Reading Test 10: fa& age of Acquisition verbs rr-4;3ineg.

Reading Test 13: pseudowords not resembling words

Reading Test 14: pseudowords resembling words

'

Furthermore, significant difference unas only found in the reading alorrd of
Late AoA nouns For Late AoA ahract norrns, those wrrh 2 syllables ryere

significanfly more difficult to read than those with I syllabte. Fo5 late AoA 2

syllable aouns, those abstact urere more difficutt to rcad than the concrete oaes.

hdarginal significance was found between the reading aloud of pseudowords not

resembling words and that of pseudowords resembling words with pseudowords

not resembling words being more difficult to repd-
'-&

Below is the strrrunary of the finding'from ttre latencies analysis (in

Table 5. Latencies analysis result

Icsfs

1 j ., s I I IO 13 t1
Mean

Pafiicipaat

vII 9..12

0.933

12.-t 5

0.8E

11.49

0.718

8.?8

0.6,

9.94

0.621

6.9_1

0.865

5.23

0.8:?

4.19

1.0.18

14.?

0.?-i 5

ts 11

0.?61 i},81:3

\TII 14. lS

i..i18

19.14

1 2 AO

i0.6

0.675

9.03

0.i5i

15.-l

0.!55

14.34

1.793

9

i -55

5.87

i.465

33.3

i.665

_30.:1

t.-i 1 1 1.f 1 '\

LX I rt.f)7 18.?6

1,3ir"J

15.03

0.9-r9

12.9i

I ,0 s,.1

19.-]i

f .ia

1_5-56

1. -n4i

16.?

2.:3-1

8.-16

l.i[]

,< 1.1

:.:8i
-16.57

1.E:9

\.i 1f.r-l

l.-1 ,+

17.J5 21..1

i .3-l l

l;1. ?5

l, I+o

16.;-.8

1.67+

:i!. -i6 I5.6 848

2tJ

41.J5 ,10

.l ?.-;:

-i.. 1l

22. i6 17.64

i. rc,r

14,5{

! ail

24.4S

1 . t-:li

26.5i 19.-36

i.221

f.i7

:.t)4 -r

43.45

:.r71

49.04

I ri1 :.:-ti

l{eaa 11;i32

I . Tl-j?

t ?.953

t.:816

15.252

0.s5-rl

11.?i4

8.9?51

19.15

1. i 9i{

i6.8 i 2

I ioi -,:U '

7.0r4

I 114

18.064

l.o t

34.208

l.?11

(black shows duration for the whole tasks and green shows averages for
individual items)

From the above table, we can see that there was a suggestion of a

relationship between the participants' error rates and their mean duration for

individual items (see right-hand-side mean). This individual mean duration was

obtained from adding up the average time needed for a word in each task (green
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,l

i

number under each task) and dividing the result by 10. The ordering of the I
participants was based on tlp percentage of errors in the reading test (see Table 3), ,

starting from the one with the highest percentage of correct answers. The

made, the longer ttre time &ey needed for reading aloud items in the test. : .

\

In the analysis based on psycholinguistic variables manipulated it the - ,

tasts, some tasks were found to be srgnificanfly or marginally -Or. difficult to,:
galy out than oths tasks. The resultis reproduced below. , 

:

, I, Late AoA abstact + 2 syllable nouns significantly more difficutt,than 1

syllable nouns (pralue : O .007 542)

2,' Late AoA2syllables -+abstact nouns significantly more ififfiqult than

*oClr"t" nours (pvalue :0.01213) 
:

3. Pseudowords not resembling words marginaily more diEficult thaq
: ' , pseudowords resembling words (p.value:0.09136).

As there was a suggestion that error patterns may resemble those of latencies, t-

tests were run to check whether the sigaificant and marginal difference mentioned

above was also frue for latencies. Marginal difference was only found betw'eenthe

latencies for Late AoA, abstract nouns, 2 syllables and the latencies for l^ate AoAo

a.bstract nouns, 1 syllable and between the latencies fqr Late AoA Verbs and thg

latencies for Early AoA Verbs (see below). None of the differences among the

other tests reached significance. 
r

Welch Two Sample t-test 
,

data: LatL MSyll and L,atLA l Syll

t:2.0667, df : 4.563, p-value : 0.09901

altemative hypothesis: true difference in means,is not equal to 0

95 percent confidence interval:

-4.2s94701 2.t090701

sample estimates:

mean of x mean of y

2.20641.28t6

Welch Two Sample t-test
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t : L.9444, df : 7 .90l,pvalue : 0.0882

alternative hypothesis: true difference in rneans is not equal to 0

95 percent confidence interval:

4.1049157 t.2t77ts7

sample estimates: 
l

1.75381.1974

This faitwe to find significant dtfference for the the other tasks employing

nouns and pseudowords may have been caused by the very small number of data

Further investigations of reading latencies.'in B"h*l Indonesia need to
incorporate bigger samples. In this way, it can be found out uihether or not

correlations found inYeading performance analysis are different from those found

in latencies analysis. At bes! this failure to find significant difference for the oder

tasks employlng nouns and pseudowords suggests that correlation pttems found

in readiag perfonnance analysis may not always be the same as those in latencies

analysis,

4. Discussion

Reading success in Bahasa Indonesia and its dependence on lexical or sub-lexical

route seem to be closely related to the grouping of reading perforrnance

mentioned in ths results section. In general, Grapheme Phoneme Conversion

which lies at the heart of the sub-lexical route is ivery important component of
successful reading in Bahasa Indonesia and reading success seems to depend on

how much GPC has developed. Compared to the other two groups, for the first

group (i.e., the one with the highest percentage of correct answers) GPC for single

graphemes and consonant clusters seemed to be no longer a problem. However,

decoding of digraphs was still a problem for the children in this group as they still

made elrors when reading the irregular words. The errors pattern was not erratic

but it showed that the participants already had partial understanding in how the

digraphs sound based on how they look like. For example, Sy was read S and KH
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was read K. For the second goup, GPC was still developing as shown by their

dtgaph substitution errors (NG read as M) and.simBlification of consonant

clusters. The second.group's digaph substitution errors suggested a prtial

knowledge of the sound of the digraphs that did not seem to be related to howthe
'l_

digraphs look like. This partial knowledge seems to be purely phonological a; NG

and M share the same rn&oner,of articulation (nasal). The'third goup is stitl.';
. develgfrnq 

fhe 
GPC and the 1ev,91,of the developed GPC 

:o 
frt lryry still lowe1

tlan&at seen for the secoad group The readers in tfre thir8 groupstill exhibited

crre.reading @hri and Wilce, lg87) as shown by their substitutionerrors. Rea{ing

the wOrds ukalung" as "keluargAu and "b{qgp" as'buayai'(meaning5 respectively

necklace, family, flower, and crocodile) and the pseudoword 'Jasmeu as Sugle'

shows that there"was a kind of guessing involved Yild as it mey o"m",t{"

r-esponse seems to show tbe particii4nts' untilization of sorne diffi-t!* visual

aspect of the spelling and'associating it with the woriJs pronirnciation and

meaning (Ehri and Wilce, l9S7) but as shown by the two participants while their

resultiag responses do share some phonemes with the stimuli, the meanings do

not. Surnmiug up, the GPC io the third Soup was the one least developed among

the three groups andtheir reading success,was the lorarest.

. If irregular wsrds in Bahasa Iadonesia is defined as those containing one

(or more) of the digraphs KIl NY, NG, and SY as defined in the present research,

they do seem to present problems in the first,years of learning to read. Digraphs

are more problemdtic than consonant clusters for beginning readers. Following the

dual-route research literature in saying that irregular words are read by the lexical

route, in Bahasa Indonesia it seems that the lexical route is available after the sub-

lexical route reaches its maturity. Lexical route for words with simple graphemes

is available before that for those with consonant clusters. The last one to emerge is

lexical route for words containing digraphs. As a tentative answer to the second

research question, I would like to propose that for beginning reading in Bahasa

Indonesia success depends on subJexical route (in line with Wagner and

Torgesen, 1987 p. 192 and Wimmer and Goswami, 1994) but for fluent reading

the lexical route is more influential.
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Another evidence that seems to point to tlre proposed answer to the seeond

research question is the error regarding E commited by a child in &e seeond
group as discussed previously. Although not a very strong one, it does suggest.the

- tendency that the participants in the second group still over-relied on &e sub-

lexicql route according',to which E can be read as lel or /a/. This is to add to &e
errors in reading aloud words with digraphs and consonant clusters.

Moreover, psycholinguistic variables that seem to play.a role in rediugor
word naming in Bahasa Indonesia are l-ate Ao4 imageauility, number of
syllables, and resemblance to words. Iate AoA abshact nouns with two syllables

were significantly more difficult to read than their counterparts with one syllable.

Late AoA two syllables absfiact were significantty more difficult to read than

their ioncrete counterparts. For pseudowoifu resemblance to .words was

marginally significant in influencing their processing during reading.

Pseudowords not resembling words were marginalty moreldifficult to read t&an

those resembling words. For reading latencies, Late AoA",abstract nouns, 2

syllables needed longer tirne to be read that their 1 syllable counterparts. This

rnarginal difference in reading latencies is not dtre to difference in syllable number

as other task pairs contrasting 1 syllable and} syllables did not show the same
.result 

(i.e., Late AoA concrete nouns and Early AoA concrete nouns)- Marginally

significant latencies difference was blso found between Late AoA verbs and Early

AoA verbs. Although still a very preliminary finding and biased by irregularity,

this result is a good start in encouraging further investigations into the effects of
psycholinguistic variables in reading or word naming Investigations on subtypes

of dyslexia inBahasa Indonesia can make use ofthis finding.

Regarding the third research question, the reading errors may help to
provide an answer. The errors found in the present study (see Table 5) were only

of five kinds: regularisation, visual, derivational, substitution, and other. While

pure visual errors by themselves only point to a kind of confusion experienced by

the participants that led to their substituting one simple grapheme for another,

their proportion to other errors can reveal something. It shows that the poorer the

participants' perfonnance is, the more prone they are to pure visual errors. A
problem at this very basic GPC may suggest reading impairment or at least delay.
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Consonant cluster and digraph simplification or substitution may constitute

another marker of reading problems. If compared to same age peers with similar

IQ, a child e.4hibits considerably more problems in a longer time span with

consonant clusters and digraphs, a dyslexia suspicion needs to,be raised. A special

note can be expressed about participant VI ufuo was the oldest participant and in
gotlp 3 (see Table 3). If her ,"nJofog experience aad IQ are comparable to,those

: I -: 
-: i

of,tlre others but her problems with oonsorant clusters and digraplq persisi it is,:
best io test her further for developmental dyslexiu. h trre' afsence of norms

regqding reading performance and problems in Bqa&'rndonesiq lhis

compaqison is a sensible thing to do. However, as,noted by Wimmer (1996) in

German phonological dyslexics, early difficulties with o"u*t" phonological

coding and phonemrc segmmlstion were no longer forr+d at the end of grade forrr.

The. children he,investigated then read very slowly and had poq 
-q-pelling" 

For

Bahasa Indonesia, a longitodinal study needs to be calried out widl children like

those in the third group who showed problems with phonological coding to find

out wlretherthey only suffer a reading delay or reading impairment. Slowreading

without phonological coding and phonemic segmortation problems may point out

that the latter is true. . ,

'Yet even at the begindng of third, grade, reading latenoies may serve to

differentiate good from poor readers. As shoyrn in Table 6, the poorer the reading

performance of the participants is, the more fime they needed to read aloud &e
test items. Although this statement is based only on the data of five of the ten

participants, the suggestion that sub-lexicai ioriie devetopment in comparison with

that of the lexical route can be observed in reading latencies seems to be well
grounded. Once the sublexical route for words with simple graphemes, consonant

clusters, and digraphs are well established lexical reading for those words are

established and this shortens the time needed to read them. This fast and

automatic sight word process of reading (Eki, 1995) seems to characterize the

performance of the participants in the first group. It remains to be seen with larger

sample of beginning readers whether reading latencies in Bahasa Indonesia indeed

correlates with reading success. A longitudinal study can also be carried out to see
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the stability of the grouping and the comparison of reading latencies among the

groups.

This longitudinal study is needed also to check how much the perfonnance

of the readers has improved since Defior et al. (tgg;6) found out that pooreF

readers in their study improved slower and needed more time (up to the fourth

schoot:grade) butgiliwith only TAYa cone,ctrexponse rate compared to 907o'of

the good readers. As me,lrtioned by the class teachers of thel@cipating students

in a personal interview, over the years chililren colne to:elementary school with

di:fferent levels of reading. The majority (abo$ 80%o), p.lro went,to kindergarten"

already have good letter knowledge and can rad simple words at the beginning of
first grade. On the other hand, the remaining 2fro/o arc real novice. Perhaps the

aforementioaed characteristics of the third group have something to dq with this

late start. If the children just need more time for mastering'GPC *d developing

their lexical route, by fburth grade those difficutties shoutd have been overcom€:

However, there are still some loose threads emergrng from this research.

The first is regarding rime level phoneme awareness. Younger, preliterate children

need to be investigated to find out the universality of the rime level phoneme

awareness as discussed by Goswami and Bryant, lgga. Perhaps the absence of a

correlation betrveen rirne level phoneme a\rrareness in the present investigation is

due to the teaching methods used'in Indonesian elementary schools which

somehow alters the rime level phoneme awareness. The second is the question of
identifying subtypes of dyslexia in Bahasa Indonesia. While there are some

indications of developmental phonological dyslexia observed in this sample of
begrnning readets, the indications of developmental surface dyslexia are still not

clear. This may have been due to the fact that tasks containing irregular words

could not be presented in the present investigation. The third is the question

regarding psycholinguistic variables and their influence on the lexical access in

Bahasa Indonesia. The fact that the reading tasks arranged according to syllable

number and imageability also contained irregular words seems to blur the t-test

results. It cannot be made certain that the significant difference found was due to

the psycholinguistic variables controlled in those tasks or due to irregularity.

However, it may be the case that the psycholinguistic variables (e.g. Late Age of
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Acquisition) are acurally due to the sound strucfure of,the words and hence the

inclusion of inegular words in a task confiolling forLateAoA is unavoidable. For

example, in Task g. r;rtfr AoA abstract norms 2 syllables, five of the sfu nouns

contain digaph. Perhaps, those nouns are late to be acquired due to their more

complex sound strucfure. Hen4 irregularity and other linguistic variables need to

be teased apart in future administration of this ilyslexia screening-test The fourth

lobse thread is rylated to phonological awareness and reading sucgess. If ryllable

level phonological awareness is' correlated with re4ilg ,*"e*, in Bahasa

Indoaesi4, why $,Bs significaat correlation faited to be founal'betwwa reading

scores and Syllable Detection scores and between reading scorp and Reversing

Syllable in Nonwords scores? Replicatiou with another, bigger sample of third

graders may shed light into this question. All the afore4qentioned loose tlreds are
.

future work to be done to the dyslexia screening"test and add to the

knowledge about reading in Eahasa Indonesia

5. Conclusion

From the presentresearclq some points can be goncluded. They are the following.

1. At the beginning reading success in Bahasa Indonesia depends on sub-

:lexical route, but lafer on skilled reading seems to depend on lexical route.

The lexical route progresses seleetively in that the one for simple

graphemes is developed before that for consonant clusters and the last

lexical route to be developed is that for digraphs. This development of the

lexical route seems to depend on the development of the sub-lexical route

that is influenced by the complexity of the Grapheme phoneme

correspondence (GPC for simple graphemes is less complex than that for

consonant clusters which in turn is less complex th6n that for digraphs).

This GPC complexity leads to the consonant clusters and digraphs

simplification that are perhaps just visually driven, phonologically driverq

or are suspect to word or pseudoword substitutions. In addition, Late AoA"

imageability, syllable number, and resemblance to words influence the

processing of the stimuli in the test.

Based on the findings, impaired reading in Bahasa Indonesia may be2.
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charactefiz,ed by delay in the development of the subJexical route. The

reading effors of the at-risk children are not constrained by the visual

similarity between what is read and their response giving rise to totally

different-looking letter substitutions (e.g. M for NG) and rvord or
pseudoword substitutions (e.g. "keluarga" for "kalungu). As also found in
other languages with shallow orthography, the performance of children

with specific reading impairment in Bahasa Indonesia may also be

characteized by considerably longer reading latencies when compared

with that of other children with comparable Ie and age.
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